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Tips

A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their  
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a 
lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera 
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and 
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for 
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!

As you may have read in the Introduction document and the 
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the 
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in 
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish 
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a 
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the 
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t 
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See The Rocks 
in our Heads, Driving the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And 
we got the Europe bug, so went to Italy and France, sometimes on 
trips that were mainly Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.

So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we 
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips. 
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites. 

Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered 
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like 
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When 
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects 
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.

So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks 
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay 
installment.

Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand 
in notebooks. For our trip “Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest 
Stones” she bought a netbook computer and began to write her 
diaries with it. That made formatting the diaries a lot easier!

But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the net-
book was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written 
notes. 

Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some 
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style 
shortcuts. So, when you see + meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,” 
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a 
hand-written diary.

Navigation Tips

These interactive PDFs include… 
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events, use 
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy; 
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and; 
various hyperlinks.

You may also just page through by… 
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or; 
right side tapping/right left swiping; 
depending on your viewing device.

➧ Zoom the pictures to examine details.
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Preparation

Preparation

After our trip to Italy,* Loie and I talked to Father about another 
trip. Father mentioned Sicily. We began to research it; I’ve always 
wanted to see the volcano. 

It turned out to be problematical. Airfares were very expensive 
then, and getting to Sicily was a bit complicated. We told Father it 
didn’t seem to be in the cards. He was disappointed, but agreed the 
flights were just on the prohibitive side.

Then, not too long ago, we were talking and I mentioned we were 
sorry about the Sicily trip. Father said, “OK, then Costa Rica. To the 
beach.” 

Where that came from, I didn’t ask! We have many friends who 
are very enthusiastic about their trips to Costa Rica and it sounded 
to us like fun. Loie started looking into it and found that flights to 
Costa Rica from Baltimore were very affordable. We found a beach 
house that was not too far from at least a few sights and activities 
we thought Father could do, and that was that.

Everything we read was saying that we could use American 
money there, so we withdrew a thousand dollars from the bank to 
use, thinking that we would probably be getting colones in change 
in case we turned out to really need them. No exchange fees!

Costa Rica!

* See 2013-10 Interlude XII, “Father’s Easy Peasy” (Week One—Tuscany, with Father 
and Friedrun) and 2013-10 Interlude XII, “Father’s Easy Peasy” (Week Two—Tuscany 
and Rome, both with Father and Friedrun) With Essay.
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Day 1: Tuesday, April 5—Departure and Arrival

Up at 4 AM, departed 4:56. 25 degrees and a stiff wind 
which must have brought the wind-chill to 15, so we were 
off to the tropics with wool scarves, mittens and hats! We 
decided that with Easy Peasy (the wheelchair) and luggage 
and the freezing cold it was too much to park and shuttle.

Bucky and I reached the terminal a little after 6 and got 
except Purple Pounder inside for me to wait while Bucky 
parked and shuttled back. We could stack everything on EP 
but one bag, and PP was the lighter one to shuttle back with. 
At about 6: 35 I saw Gene with Friedrun’s son-in-law, and a 
moment after I had wheeled over, Voila! In came Bucky! S-i-L 
went back to release Friedrun to join us and we all headed to 
baggage check. None of us wanted to stand in line outside for 
curbside checkin!

Gene kept saying someone “official” was needed to push 
him through and we pooh-poohed that. But he was right 
and when Shirley arrived we all bypassed the majority of 
the security line. She took Gene to the HC side and we went 
through the normal side. Oddly enough, we were all through 
before Gene. Because we brought a wheelchair, it had to be 
inspected and that took time. One of F’s bags was sidelined—
they saw her jar of yogurt and bananas, but let it go through. 
Then, on to the gate, Shirley still pushing.

For once our gate, B4, was not at the end of the terminal! 
Bucky negotiated with the desk staff and on learning the 
plane storage space for a wheelchair was at the back of the 
plane = comes off after everyone deplanes, he elected to put 
it in cargo. We found a nearby restaurant (La Cucina) for 
breakfast, as SW planes have no galleys and do not provide 
meals, only snacks and beverages. We were back at 8:20 AM 

for boarding and in line. Bucky and I were A 17 and 18, but 
there was only one person in front of us except for priority 
boarders like Gene. We found G & F on the 2d row left side 
window and middle seats (facing the cockpit) and we took 
the second row right side aisle and middle seats. No one else 
sat in either of our empty seats so we all had extra space.

We left on time (9:10) and our pilot predicted an early 
arrival; we landed at 1:40 PM local time (11:40 EST—1 hour 
difference plus CR is not on DST). The pilot also took some 
time occasionally telling us what we were f lying over. The 
wheelchair survived, we got through immigration and cus-
toms quickly and emerged to a sea of people holding cards 
with names of people and tourist companies/hotels/shuttle 
services. We found our name, waited for the shuttle and 
made our way to Vamos. That took some time and we ended 
up adding $8/day to our cost for the “20% deductible your 
credit card car rental insurance does not cover.” A big manual 
4 wheel drive Toyota, and off to find our beach house.

Road destruction on the way out forced us to drive a 
roundabout route to get headed back the way we had just 
come from the airport. On the highway, 3 or 4 toll stops. We 
paid with American dollars, sometimes got a little change 
and once did not even get change for a dollar! Numerous 
incidents of road work, a pit stop and visit at the Crocodile 
Bridge. Stepping out of the air-conditioned car onto a dirt 
parking lot, the beauty of Costa Rica’s intense heat enveloped 
me. Heaven!

When we were near the ocean, a short but heavy rain. I 
think we left the car rental office around 2:20 and arrived 
around 4:45. I had called Gilles while still at the rental and he 
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Day 1: Tuesday, April 5—Departure and Arrival

suggested I call again in Jaco. (He says “Hahko.”)
Gilles was waiting with Peaches the dog at the house, and 

gave us a cursory tour, including instructions on feeding 
Peaches. Physically he reminds me of Dr. Ruzbarsky. He is 
from Montreal but lives in CR, now. Apparently over the last 
10 years Canadians are moving here, per Aaron (see more 
from Aaron, below). We explored the property a bit and chose 
bedrooms—G & F took the front room. The little separate 
Casito has NO storage for clothes and poor air circulation, so 
it turned out not to be an option, except for the nice shower, 
which we are using.

Gene napped while we 3 went shopping for basics. Bucky 
inadvertently bought a $40 bottle of wine which, we learned 
a couple of days later, was pretty good! We also bought eggs 
(not refrigerated here), sweet bread, cream cheese, 2% milk, 
butter, yogurt, OJ, bottled water.

Home, we woke up Gene to drive to the Pelican—Gilles’ 
recommendation—just a few minutes the other direction 
from our house. Volcanic sand everywhere! We didn’t real-
ize it then, but in getting to the road to our beach road we 
crossed an old airport runway! The Pelican only has open air 
seating and the menu looked Sysco-like but the food was okay. 
I personally loved my pasta with seafood in white wine/herb 
sauce: razor clams and vongole clams, octopus, mahi mahi, 
shrimp. F ordered fish and was convinced she had pork (she 
had fish) and that frosted Gene. He complained and vowed 
never to return to the Pelican. 

There was a mournful, begging white dog with cataracts 
(but a good nose) at the restaurant, Emily. Of course she got 
treats. A shower felt wonderful before bed. And listening to 
the ocean roar. It doesn’t sound like our ocean.
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Day 2: Wednesday, April 6—Pool Day, Procuring in Parrita

The night before, Bucky proposed that today would be a 
day to relax at the pool and patio. Bucky and I were up at 6 
AM, time change but body memory! We all slept well and 
of course Gene slept longer than the rest of us did, so we 3 
visited the beach. Very flat, soft, dark taupe in color, a good 
distance to the surf, but a wide wet expanse from the receding 
tide. Not many shells but some very beautiful ones and some 
we’ve never seen. We saw a beautiful array of curving trails 
through the wet sand, a gorgeous excess of swirls and bends. 
When we finally saw the animals they were dark little slug-
like creatures (less than half an inch long) busily pushing 
through the surface sand. When Bucky touched one it looked 
like wings opened. Touching again we saw tiny flipper-like 
feet that opened, and were the means of their locomotion. 
Gilles had warned us this beach is prone to rip currents and 
looking at it Bucky immediately understood why.

Our beach is very flat and broad. B says it holds an immense 
amount of water in a giant pond, nothing like our Outer 
Banks beaches. So he thinks the smallest depression in the 
beach will gather and channel a lot of water back out to the 
surf: rip current!

How true it is that even in Paradise there are dangers! Alas, 
we have no beach chairs at this house, nor umbrellas. The 
beach is very hot during the day and the sun is intense. The 
darkish sand bakes and the air and sun are too hot for com-
fortable beaching. On this trip the pool is probably the better 
option for Gene. He can get some easy exercise swimming 
from one end to another.

Bucky and I did go on a procuring expotiton with a shop-
ping list, starting in Parrita which is a bustling small town 

with a central market of small vendors, a grocery store + one 
low-cost grocery store, a bakery (hard to find!) and lots of 
businesses. Between Parrita, and the Town Center Market 
in Bejuco, we obtained everything except tonic water. In the 
late afternoon we discussed what we might want to do on 
Thursday, and in the evening Bucky booked our Rain Forest 
Adventures aerial tram tour.

http://www.rainforestadventure.com/costa-rica-pacific/
http://www.rainforestadventure.com/costa-rica-pacific/
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Day 3: Thursday, April 7—Rainforest Adventure Tram and Butterflies

Bucky and I are up at 5:30 (would be 7:30 at home) after 
going to bed at 8:45 last night! We’ve scheduled ourselves for 
the 9:30 Aerial Tram tour of the cloud forest. $ 216 (discount 
for online booking) for the 4 of us. Bucky reports lots of 
animal shrieks and screams during the night. I started hav-
ing an itchy face, no bites or welts this morning but still itchy 
after soap wash and skin lotion. Bucky diagnoses prickly heat, 
which would make sense. As we weren’t hiking in the jungle 
nor lying on the beach I didn’t slather myself in sunscreen. 
Gene sick all night B says, with acid reflux and diarrhea.

Peaches trotted in this morning and Bucky filled her food 
bowl. In short order the black dog appeared to help him/
herself to breakfast. Friedrun on the beach, walking.

I have decided the name of this trip should be the Trip of 
Mysteries. The lights in this rental continue to baffle us. The 
wheelchair survived the plane ride, and the trip to the car 
rental. But this morning the right front wheel that supports 
the foot rest was twisted and the screw partly broken off. 
Bucky did a temp fix, but we need a permanent fix. Hoping 
Giles can help, just sent an email. And he replied that there is 
hardware store in Esterillos Centro! 

Lots of animals: toads in the dog food bowl, capuchins 
after bananas, macaws, big black shore birds, a rooster that 
crows at dawn as well as off schedule, geckos, iguanas, and 
many weird night sounds!

Gene still unwell during the day with diarrhea but wanted 
to do the Aerial Tram Tour at the Rainforest site. We left 
quite early at about 8:15 and the drive took only about 30 
minutes to the road to the site then a short distance but very 
slow driving over washboard dirt roads. Bucky had booked 

the first tram ride of the day starting at 9:30 and we were the 
only people so we had our guide, Aaron Salazar, to ourselves 
for the ride and guided tours of 4 displays (reptiles, herb, 
medicinal and butterfly gardens) if we wished, afterwards. 
Aaron was very knowledgeable and well educated with 
multiple college degrees: taxonomy, English, and design. He 
pointed out plants by the dozens including scientific names, 
interspersed with information about Costa Rica. For example, 
CR has 51 million people in a landmass equivalent to West 
Virginia. And that CR has 2 seasons, wet and dry, but the 
order is reversed by which side of the mountain range you’re 
on. On the Pacific side, dry season is November–April. On 
the Atlantic side the dry season is May–October. The moun-
tain range is part of a long range that includes the Rockies to 
the north and into ? Brazil/S. America to the south. CR is 9 
degrees above the equator! I cannot possibly remember all the 
plants Aaron pointed out but I like the Monkey Brush that 
Capuchins use to comb their fur. He showed us many plants 
and trees that are sources for medicine, flavoring, nutrition +. 

Once down again, Bucky took Gene to the bathroom and 
Friedrun followed I waited with Aaron and he offered to show 
me bats in a banana leaf, their regular spot. Later he said a 
single bat eats thousands of mosquitoes a day! I chatted with 
Aaron who is 39, with a wife and 12 year old daughter. He has 
worked for the Rainforest company since 2004, but it does 
not provide FT employment so he also freelances as a Tour 
Director for Graylines and Caravan Tours. These are tours 
where he may be away for 9 days. He works a lot for 6 months 
making a year’s wages then becomes chauffer for his wife 
and daughter. Then we all visited the butterfly garden, full of 
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Day 3: Thursday, April 7—Rainforest Adventure Tram and Butterflies

gorgeous butterflies. It was too hot for Gene so only Friedrun 
and I went on to the other gardens. Just as well, because the 
paved trail went up and down steeply. It would have been 
impossible to manage the wheelchair. F & I took rather a 
long time and Bucky was clearly upset because Gene was 
struggling. We made as quick a departure as possible. Bucky 
said Gene found a Jaco restaurant in his guide book and said 
he wanted to eat fish. So we went into Jaco with a quick stop 
for shampoo then on to find the restaurant to check out the 
menu for a possible return for supper. Parking the car, Gene 
grumbled, “Why are we stopping?” Bucky explained and 
Gene growled, “I don’t want to eat here!!!!”* Oh, well.

We were back at the house at 1. Gene went to bed and 
Bucky and I went shopping for juice, water, more eggs and 
cheese. Back home it was clear Gene was neither in the 
mood or shape for going out to supper. So we decided to go 
it alone, choosing the Mosaic Restaurant at the Alma Beach 
Hotel/Resort. We showered, dressed up a bit and took our 
bottle of red wine. It was a much nicer dining area than 
the Pelican and servers were more smartly dressed. The 
obligatory homeless dog was there, Negrita, who may be 
pregnant. We both had zinger Margaritas, mine normal, 
B’s “Special” which seemed to be: more alcohol! I ordered 
spicy gazpacho that was delicious and Bucky, “Taste of Costa 
Rica”: fried plantains, guacamole, black beans, tomato salad, 
corn chips and chips the size and texture of Utz but made 
of bananas. A large bottle of Pellegrino and an $8 corkage 
charge for our wine which turned out to be quite good. My 
? Casado? Was pork tenderloin, rice, black beans, salad with 

* On the ride home, Father said, “I thought that place might be good for you two 
to eat fish.” This was a lesson, but in what I’m not sure.

avocado, mild cheese and a couple of cooked orange banana 
slices. Bucky had whole red snapper, grilled. Too much food 
to eat everything! But room for chocolate ice cream which of 
course immediately became soup. The meal was quite good, 
we brought home enough for at least one lunch and the bill 
was $110.70 to which I added $22.30 to make it an even $133. I 
charged it, so it will be a little more after fees are added.

We came home and got naked in the pool. That was so 
luxurious! By then we were more than ready for bed. During 
the night, just as the night before, Gene was up a lot and so 
was Friedrun. There was a ferocious rainstorm and loss of 
power at some point, but it came back on. Bucky went outside 
and was reassured to see the street light out, meaning it was a 
municipal problem, not just us. He decided that on Friday we 
had to find a doctor for Gene to visit.































































































































































































































At the new supermarket just down the road.
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Day 4: Friday, April 8—Hospital, Monkeys, Crabs

After waking up due to the storm, Bucky stayed up a little 
while but I went back to sleep. We were both awake at 6:30. 
Bucky questioned Friedrun about Gene and B & I discussed 
what to do. B called the doctor Mike gave us as a medical 
emergency contact, but Dr. Gonzales no longer lives in the 
area. I emailed Gilles for recommendations, but got no reply, 
so we called him. He said there is a clinic in Parrita near the 
fire station, so while Friedrun and I stayed home to do laun-
dry, Bucky and Gene left at 9:15 for the clinic. It’s 11:20 and 
we’re still waiting, but the laundry is done. I’ve been working 
on the trip diary (for once!) and the living room has become 
quite comfortable with the breeze from the fan and the patio 
roof cooling the air blowing in.

Peaches the House Dog appears to have decided we may be 
candidates to be her humans. From yesterday afternoon on 
she has stayed with us on the patio.

Bucky and Gene returned at about 12:30. Good sized 
hospital, efficient. Tested stool sample and saw nothing 
troublesome. The doctor wanted to hydrate Gene with an IV 
drip but he said no. Bucky mimed a drinkable hydration and 
the doctor gave Gene a prescription which he just drank—dis-
solved in water, OJ and mango juice. Now, relaxing, a swim, 
then Bucky and I will do our daily procuring expotition.

We drove first to Parrita and 2 pharmacies looking for 
Gene’s Glutapak medicine, and diapers. Got the first at the 
first pharmacy and the second at a second pharmacy. Then to 
the Pali for fruit, salad ingredients, water, laundry detergent, 
monkey bananas and dog food. Saw the exact same diapers 
in the Pali. Could have just gotten them there!

Then another, nicer grocery store for cheese and I think, 

a cantaloupe. Barbequed ham at the market then rose wine 
and beer before hitting the road back to home. Completely 
missed the gas station coming home. 

Gene still puny even with 2 different medicines.
Threw out bananas and monkeys appeared briefly in the 

trees but did not come after the bananas. And, invasion of 
the Halloween crabs and multiple deaths due to drowning 
and/or chlorine poisoning in the pool. 

Bucky raised subject of cutting the trip short to take Gene 
home.
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Day 5: Saturday, April 9—Ocean Swim; Soda, Hills Drive, Domenical

Awakened at 6:30 AM by caretaker, gardener and assistant. 
Friedrun feels Gene’s breathing is better but later learned that 
he still has diarrhea. I looked up the crabs, learned they are 
Gecarcinus quadratus, known colloquially by several names, 
including Halloween crab, Moon crab, Harlequin crab and 
other less colorful names. Friedrun was fishing dead crabs 
out of the pool when we came home from shopping yesterday 
and we were invaded in the evening, crabs joining geckos and 
toads. This morning Bucky said a small crab slid under the 
door last night and he used his book to sweep out the terri-
fied creature. I read online that they are land crabs and climb 
trees but need to wet their gills, which explains why the pool 
has a fatal attraction.

Gene seemed much improved and said so. He was alert 
again and in a much better mood. The new diapers are a bit 
tight at the hips but acceptable. Another day at home for him. 
Bucky proposed we go to a Soda for lunch (one we had passed 
numerous times), so after an ocean dunk at 10 (3rd for this 
trip) and a pool swim and shower we headed out for lunch 
and expotition.

We drove south, leaving around noon, and as far as Parrita 
we know fairly well now. We needed gas and had remembered 
a station between home and Parrita but didn’t see it coming 
home yesterday. Once we got to Parrita with no gas station, 
we realized the station must be north of us! So we gassed up 
in Parrita for $39 and drove back to the outdoor restaurant, 
right on Route 34, but set back. Open but roofed, reminiscent 
of Hawaii. Buffet choices or order from the menu, we did the 
former. One shrimp and one fish ceviche to start; 1 beer, 1 
bottle of water, yellow rice with shrimp and thinly sliced cab-

bage and tomato for me, same rice, egg/meat relleno and beef/
chicken stew for Bucky. About $33. Then down the road to 
Quepos, and the drive was slow/fast and rather boring with 
all the palm tree plantations.

Bucky proposed we find a road to drive a little into the 
mountains for a different view. Off the highway the road we 
chose by looking at the iPad map became packed dirt and 
raised a lot of dust. The first part didn’t change the elevation 
much but the scenery was different. Of course no evergreens! 
Lots of variation of colors of green and lots of variation of 
sizes and shapes of leaves, trees and plants. Tall trees capped 
with mustard yellow canopies were prevalent and beautiful 
against the green backdrop. Can’t imagine what this place 
must look like after the rains start!

Once we began going up, I realized the beaten down roads 
would be very slick in heavy rain not to mention mud slides. 
We passed through a couple of small communities and indi-
vidual gated properties. They felt remote but really they were 
only 30 minutes from Quepos and less to a community that 
had at least basic services. Everyone was casually but smartly 
dressed, with cell phones and satellite dishes. After Gene’s 
positive hospital experience I have also noticed a couple of 
Costa Ricans with dental braces. I think health care must be 
pretty good here.

On the other hand when we drive we see people walking 
and on bicycles even on the big highways. Most are bare-
headed, and I have not noticed any sunglasses. On dirt roads, 
walkers, bicyclists and motorcyclists are engulfed, maskless, 
in clouds of fine yellow-orange dust. 

We decided to push on to Domenical, which Gilles said 
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has craft vendors, and is a beach town. Upon arrival Bucky 
thought he’d been through the Wayback Machine. Domenical 
is a flyspeck town with small hotels, hostels, bars/restaurants, 
cafes, and other services. A few short dirt streets and a beach 
road. Trees, like our place, then beach, but no beach—water 
smoothed rocks! And right up to the trees. Quite a few 
surfers and sitters under the trees. And then the vendors, all 
selling much the same stuff, supposedly the coverlet I bought 
for Amy B is made in CR, but I don’t believe it. One area of 
the vendor space had sea water still in it after high tide. I do 
think this is a local destination for Costa Ricans. We kinda 
stood out as “not from around there.”

By this time it was 4:45 PM and B thought we needed to get 
back up the road. It took us about an hour and 20 minutes 
during which time Bucky worked on perfecting his “drive 
like a local” skills. He’s a fast learner! Gene seemed much 
improved when we got home. No diarrhea, watched tv, ate 
most of a sandwich, engaged in conversation. Plus, Friedrun 
reported he had gotten into the ocean far enough to splash 
his shorts. An easy simple sandwich supper for all and early 
to bed. Rain during the night, drumming at the big family 
party next door in the late evening. 

P.S. Forgot to mention we saw a variegated squirrel a day or 
two ago, and Bucky just saw another today at 8 AM.
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Day 6: Sunday, April 10 —At the house; Carrara National Park, Jaco Late Lunch

Up at about 6 or 6:15, Bucky up a bit earlier. Rain during 
the night, sunny now. Peaches fed and watered, she likes dog 
bacon. And she loves me, rubbing her face on my leg and 
pushing her nose under my knee. She is desperate for love 
and petting. More crabs in the pool—some dead some alive. 5 
Macaws in a tree outside the fence. B took photos and is now 
taking shots of the crab holes in the trees before the beach. 
It is 9 AM and neither Gene nor Friedrun are awake. We’re 
going shopping.

But we didn’t! Friedrun came out looking crazed; she’d 
been up during the night evacuating everything from her 
body. She was totally distressed, said she couldn’t stay here 
any longer, she couldn’t go out and walk which her body 
needed; refused to seek medical attention, didn’t want to fly 
home early.

We thought—hoped—that she was just exhausted from 
trying to look after Gene. After she was up for a while and we 
talked she agreed to ride in the air conditioned car to Carrara 
National Park.










































Loie wanted a beautiful floaty dress with a pattern like this for the fabric.
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Carrara National Park

We left at 10:45 AM and arrived at 11:30 AM. Maurice 
approached us and gave us info—$10 pp for park entrance 
and $20/pp for Maurice the guide, for as long as we wanted. 
Maurice said first we would drive up the road a short way, to 
a little dirt parking lot and trail head (completely flat for a 
WC). So we did that, in our car, w/ B driving and M in the 
front seat navigating.

Maurice went on with his big scope and tripod looking 
for Capuchins, but the man in the parking lot pointed to 
monkeys right above our heads! The next 10 minutes or so 
were spent being entertained by the monkeys. Maurice took 
my camera for photos and one monkey started pulling off big 
sheets of tree bark and dropping them near Maurice. 

On the trail we saw a white bat and a common agouti, a 
large, cute rodent. 


























Our guide Mauice had a tricky system for taking pictures. His spotting scope had a big rubber mount over the back, look-
through lens. Our camera’s lenses could press up against it and take pictures through his scope! 



It took a little experimenting to figure out that using the zoom on our cameras could take focus in on a White Bat.







Amateur video of an agouti…






Back at the parking spot, more monkeys!
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Jaco bird-watching

Next was to the beach of Jaco, (“hahko”) where Maurice 
hoped to find Scarlet Macaws. He told us the macaws eat 
almonds, and there were a few particular trees he wanted to 
look at. We had a good look at some buzzards under a tree at 
the beach, then the macaws at another place. 

A man came around panhandling and Maurice was miffed 
that B gave the man a cigarette. M was trying to protect us, 
just like Himmet did!















Maurice and the panhandler.













Father forgot to put on his sun hat.
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Carrara Park Trail Walk

Back to the park trail—where we had begun—Alex joined 
us. He was Maurice’s assistant, who pushed Gene and showed 
us pictures of the plants and birds Maurice pointed out. Birds: 
Orange Billed Sparrow, Black Hooded Antshrike, a Motmot 
(national bird of Nicaragua and ?), Rufous naped Wren, Blue 
Crowned Motmot. And a coffee tree (does not make coffee 
beans) and huge rooted trees—what kind? Fig??

The trail was a loop set up for the disabled. With good 
paved trail, stopping spot with water fountain. That’s the 
main reason B had recommended it—potentially good for 
Gene.

Even with being pushed and mostly in shade, the heat was 
too much and Gene was pooped* but luckily only figuratively. 
We returned to the car at about 1:45 (2h 15m tour). G & F went 
to the bathroom, Bucky agreed we’d take Maurice and Alex 
home to Jaco and I gave Maurice $80 + $20 tip. Alex got $20. 
Maurice recommended Bar Amigo in Jaco for late lunch—AC 
for G & F. On the way to Jaco, G & F nodded off and so did 
Maurice, briefly. Alex was scrunched in the back back with 

* Both Father and Friedrun refused to avail themselves of the water amenities 
along the park trail. At several places, Maurice stopped us where there were water 
spigots. Maurice turned the water on and splashed his hands. We stopped at a 
very nice rest stop along the trail, with water fountain bubblers. I splashed water 
on my neck and sais, “It’s refreshing. It’ll cool you down.” They wouldn’t do it.

I think they were afraid of the water. There had been an immense amount of 
discussion about Father being sick, and Friedrun had kept insisting, and Father 
seemed to agree, that he had gotten sick because on our first day, he had let some 
water into his mouth while swimming in the pool. They convinced themselves 
the water, which all of us had been drinking, was bad.

the wheelchair and our backpacks and M’s tripod and such.





























































Finishing the walk.
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Jaco Late Lunch; Home

Bar Amigo’s menu looked like Costa Rican Sysco but 
wasn’t bad. Three bowls of food, 2 mugs of beer, 1 large tea, 1 
cranberry juice and 4 bottles of water cost $48 + $3 tip. Gene 
contributed $20. We were home at 4:37 PM, ending mileage 
66,789 km.

Bucky and I had our 4th ocean dip, then in the pool, then 
showered and went out looking for a nightcap. Monterey del 
Mar hotel/resort just back the beach road a bit looked dingy. 
Alma was closed for a private party. So we ended up at the 
Pelican. Their icemaker had broken but there was enough 
ice for 2 Margaritas, which tasted like they had no alcohol in 
them at all!

Two teen boys were playing pool (poorly) while three little 
girls f litted about. Bucky rolled up a plasticized menu and 
rolled a ball through it into a pocket which thrilled the girls 
who then started talking to him in Spanish. One of them was 
obviously the bossy leader. B also later took up two pool cues 
and made a kind of trough to roll balls down, but that wasn’t 
as thrilling—maybe too difficult for little hands.

We decided Bucky needed one shot of Tequila, so we 
moved to the bar. “1800” was poured—looked like 2 shots to 
me—and he got his salt and lime. That went down easy and 
more would have been no problem, but he corralled himself. 
We talked to Diane (a co-owner of the Pelican) and found out 
that Mike’s mother was in hospital with a brain hemorrhage. 
$24 or $ per drink, no tip.

Toad in the dog food bowl pet pool!
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Lots of poohbah this morning, hot! Over a dozen Halloween 
crabs in the pool.

Lisa, Mike’s Mom, per Gilles, fell 10 days ago, has a 
brain hemorrhage and is the hospital in San Jose where she 
lives. Mike is here too. This morning we decided to leave 
Wednesday morning so Gene could see a little of San Jose and 
maybe escape some of the unrelenting beach heat. I reserved 
2 rooms at the airport Marriott, which is also close to Vamos, 
if we want to turn in the car. Bucky booked a boat tour for 
tomorrow at 4 PM in Tortales, on the crocodile river.

We had a day of relaxation, first some time in the morning 
for swim 5 and sitting under palm and almond trees watch-
ing the ocean. Then a swim in the pool with 3 dead crabs 
either overlooked in the morning’s sweep or new suicides. 
We talked to G & F at length about supper—G wanted AC so 
Bucky researched Jaco, but in the end we persuaded him to 
try the Mosaic. Then we went to the Town Center Market for 
final supplies. Bucky bought two packs of Marlboros and to 
our surprise the two packs cost $7.60, total! Back to the house 
for a few hours and showers, then supper.

I made 7 PM reservations and we arrived a little before. As 
we slowly walked in G & F gawked. Once seated, a big grin on 
his face, Gene said, “This is elegant!” Then he commented he 
couldn’t recall when they last ate on linen tablecloths! We had 
a tiny guest—a baby lizard that fit in Gene’s spoon, on the 
table. And the meal was a great success. We asked for separate 
bills and we bought 2 appetizers for the table plus 2 bottles of 
Pellegrino and 2 Margarita Specials. G & F each ordered spicy 
gazpacho then a whole grilled red snapper to share. 

There was much discussion about how it would be served 

and how to handle it. When it came, and they were dithering, 
B got up and cut it and made fillets for them.

I ordered yellowfin tuna, pink inside with mango cilantro 
salsa + more potato chips. B ordered shrimp rice. We all had 
dessert, and Bucky and I had Porto. Negrita liked tuna and 
chips but spurned yucca. And Gene decided he wanted a 
carryout of seafood soup! Of course they accommodated him. 
His bill was $100 and he paid it gladly to my utter amazement. 
Our bill was $200 + $20 tip and money well spent IMO. Both 
of them also said they found the temperature for the outdoor 
dining experience to be very pleasant.

 There were THREE toads on top of dog food in Peaches’ 
bowl when we came home. I leaned over towards them and 
BANG! Two went one way and the other another direction. I 
swear I did not see them move—they were in one place then 
they were in another place all about a foot or so away from 
the dish.

We saw very little of Peaches. She bounded up to say hello 
when we came home but she hadn’t been around in the morn-
ing. Does she know we’re leaving? Does she dislike the new 
dog food we bought for her? Is she looking for someone else 
who will give her more bacon treats?
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Lazy morning to pack, maybe a final dunk in the ocean 
before leaving for the river boat tour.

No Peaches.
Gene and Friedrun ate their seafood soup Mozaic carryout. 

We foraged from the refrigerator and did a little luggage 
organization. Bucky and Friedrun walked out to the trees 
and looked at crab holes. We were ready to leave for the drive 
to Jose’s Crocodile Tour by 2:30 going up the coast past Jaco, 
about an hour’s drive.

Lots of fires and firefighters along the way, and many, 
many big trucks driving slow. Near the end of the drive 
traffic was stopped and people were out of their cars. Oh no! 
I was pulling out my phone to call the tour, alerting them of 
our possibly being late, when the traffic moved again—just a 
bit of temporary road destruction activity. We arrived with a 
little time to spare and about two dozen other tourists, and 
paid our $35/pp fee. Everyone got a bathroom break and a 
chance to sit down before walking down to the pier. Bucky, 
against Gene’s protests, drove him down to the pier for our 
two hour tour.

Tour Leader Jose was quite a character, jovial and with 
a practiced patter he repeats at least twice a day for god 
knows how many years. Apparently they like to name the 
crocodiles for people guaranteed to get a laugh from tourists. 
For example, the biggest male croc is Obama Bin Laden. A 
smaller croc “is a male, but looks like a female. We call him 
Justin Bieber.” Yuck, yuck. We saw several crocs close—the 
tour guide helper getting out of the boat on the river bank 
with a piece of chicken to slap on the water to lure the croc, 
then hold it up in the air for the croc to lunge at, always 

missed the first time as the guide pulled it higher. The guide 
always managed to get the croc far enough out of the water 
for the tourists to get photos and videos.

Scared the bejesus out of me with the small one, then a 
bigger one and a bigger one and up to a really big one. I could 
not watch. The guide got so close to those big, prehistoric 
jaws! On the next to biggest he was shining a light a couple 
inches from its teeth and walking around with a camera 
making a movie.* Eek!

The animals we saw: Black Hawk, Cara Cara, “Snowy 
Egret”—with a blue beak? Purple? Gannule, Croc (small), 
Yellow Headed Cara Cara(flying), big croc—female, (female 
crocs have pointy snouts), little blue heron, female croc, red 
wing blackbird, big croc—Tornado (80 years old), black neck 
stilts—“Little Soldiers, Costa Rica’s army”—Mimosa trees, 
Tricolor heron, Ani “see-ho”, Butterfly bird, medium croc, 
female, yellow headed caracara with baby , great egret, Cara 
Cara on front of boat, Jesus Christ lizard—running on water!, 
Obama Bin Laden—biggest crocodile, Motmot—national 
bird of Nicaragua and El Salvador, heard bark of Tiger 
Heron, and saw one—alpha male against a hawk and stilt all 
vying for bits of meat the guide threw out, yellow flycatcher, 
kiskadee, mangrove trees, spoonbills in tree, red crabs. Our 
final photo opp was sunset looking out towards the ocean. A 
successful expotition!

Gene and Friedrun decided to eat at home and B and I 

* The helper-pilot guide took a GoPro movie camera from one of the tourists and 
made a closeup movie for them. Quite a crowd pleasing and “generate good word 
of mouth” ploy.

http://crocodilerivertour.com/
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decided to have one last visit to Alma for a burger and beer. 
Except we ended up with cocktails, appetizers (more spicy 
gazpacho for me), entrees and a bottle of wine. No dessert 
or after dinner drinks. Negrita the dog helped me finish my 
plate. As soon as my plate was taken away, she trotted off too.

Home, I finished the majority of the packing, ready to 
drive to the Marriott for our overnight stay and visit to San 
Jose.
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By this point, Bucky was becoming a pro driving Costa 
Rican road and navigating traffic. The drive was quick, we 
left at about 9:30, arriving at the Marriott at about 10:30 AM. 
Luckily we were able to check into our rooms and we left for 
San Jose around 11:30, aiming for the gold museum. 

Actually getting into SJ took time. It is busy and crowded. 
Traffic moves slowly. We found the museum, which has no 
parking. B dropped us off and found a parking garage. We all 
got to the exhibit and Wow! That is some beautiful stuff!

Needed some lunch and were told the Theater—just around 
the corner—had a café. Turned out well with fancy coffee 
drinks and delicious sandwiches in an old bar with beautiful 
and silly 19th century baroque decoration. Then—rain. It 
rained hard off and on so we sat it out. Turned out to be a 
mistake.

When the rain had slacked off enough to dodge along, we 
set off for the other museum in search of the big mysterious 
stone balls. Very uneven sidewalks and the unbridged deep 
gutters made pushing in the wheelchair a challenge. It took 
what seemed like forever with Gene griping—and he was 
right. Alas, we had not been thinking and the museum was 
closing—not permitted into even just the courtyard for a 
peep.

Bucky had to take solace in the one single ball encased in 
an outside-the-walls display.

Due to the distances—and the threat of more rain—we 
took a taxi back to the parking lot and drove home.

http://museosdelbancocentral.org/en/
https://www.teatronacional.go.cr/Cafeteria
http://www.museocostarica.go.cr/en_en/historia-del-museo/historia-del-museo.html?Itemid=56
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We were up by 7. Bucky went out at 8 to gas up the car. He 
told Gene and Friedrun to be downstairs and checked out 
by 9:30. We were packed and showered, so B thought we had 
time for him to have a coffee. We went downstairs at 8:30 and 
found Gene checking out and Friedrun with the luggage! 
We all sat down at a table, B had coffee and once G & F (who 
had eaten their lunch leftovers from Wed for breakfast today) 
found out coffee and juice were complimentary, they availed 
themselves.
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We pulled out of the parking lot at 9:30, arrived at Vamos 
at 9:45, did our paperwork, and the owner called for a shuttle. 
In the end the driver apparently suggested to the owner that 
it made more sense for him to drive us in the rental car than 
unloading our car and loading the shuttle. She agreed. At the 
last minute Friedrun was buying a bag of coffee, so I did too! 
We left Vamos at about 10:15. Final mileage for the trip was at 
6,6075 but we didn’t start from zero. The clerk at Vamos said 
we drove 905 km. Not much for the Lovebunnies!

The rest of the trip was mercifully uneventful. The drive 
to the airport took minutes and we engaged the help of a 
friendly baggage handler. He took us to the kiosk to pay exit 
taxes and was trying to tell us some airlines include the tax 
with the fare. He and I went back and forth a little, me trying 
to explain with no Spanish that we had talked to SW about 
this. Eventually I made the “phone call” hand gesture and he 
understood.

Paying the tax, even with the “discussion” took only 
minutes and we were off to check bags. Once that was done, 
the gentleman took over the role of Gene’s wheelchair pusher. 
He took us to the head of the lines and we breezed through 
security and customs and were at our (nearby) gate by about 
11:25 for the start of boarding at 12:20. That gave us time to 
get lunch for the plane or late breakfast; everybody made 
their own choices. Gene was again first in line and once we 
boarded we found G & F in exactly the same seats as the 
outbound flight and we got exactly the same seats as on the 
outbound. So we were all in Row 2 with one empty seat on 
each side. However, the plane on the return flight was at most 
2/3 full!

Upon landing we again had a pusher to zip us through the 
airport. The only grumpy person was at customs who let G  

& F through but stopped us. This was the gate crew use. She 
asked if we had Global Entry, I said no. She sourly told us to 
go to the other line. I replied we had to stay with our party. 
She looked disgusted but let us through. There was NO ONE 
behind us!

Luggage came through quickly and Friedrun used my 
phone to call Maureen, who could not come to pick them 
up. We didn’t have room in my car for all of us, all our lug-
gage and the wheelchair. So they hired a cab. Then I waited 
outside while Bucky rode the shuttle to the Long Term lot. 
Shortly after he left I realized we had seen G & F off in the 
public transportation lane and that private car pickup was 
the outside lane. I debated pros and cons of moving our 
luggage and the wheel chair but thought that might cause 
confusion and also decided Bucky was smart enough to 
figure out something. And he did, of course, though he had a 
few moments of despair when he realized he couldn’t drive in 
the inner lane! Of course he just drove slowly enough in the 
outer lane to spot, stop and call out and come help me move 
all our stuff.

By the time all was said and done, after a 7:20 PM touch-
down and all the related activities of debarking and getting G 
& F on their way, it was about 10 PM when we got home. Twee 
was happy to see us probably because he wanted to go out! He 
did stick close to me that evening, though.
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